
Accessories for the Golf Plus.

Volkswagen Accessories



Volkswagen – a brand that stands for quality, safety and innovation, for generations. A brand that has not only 

been an important part of history but has also set trends in development and has gained the trust of millions 

of people from around the globe. Therefore a brand that is committed, down to the smallest detail. As with 

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories.

More quality
No matter how high the demands are – we are starting at the top and are striving further upwards. Using the 

best materials,  state-of-the-art production processes and excellent processing to ensure that good will always 

keep improving. 

More safety
Clear safety principle: More performance requires more commitment. This is why our testing procedures 

are more stringent, our demands much higher and our test routes much more difficult than other ones – 

as a standard. 

More Volkswagen
Each Volkswagen Genuine Accessories product is developed in conjunction with the vehicle itself. Clear goal 

of the team: Everything must fit perfectly so that we are able to impress you with a precise sharpness in detail, 

again and again. Or in other words: so that a Volkswagen stays a Volkswagen.

Volkswagen Accessories: More tests for your safety.

Highest testing standards: Strict criteria for selection 
and uncompromising test drives in a series of perfectly 
combined tests ensure even more safety.  
With Volkswagen Genuine Accessories. 

The products are tested for their user reliability 
and usability by the respective manufacturer 
themselves and, if necessary, by the TÜV, 
DEKRA or GTÜ (German testing institutes).

This enhancement also applies for Volkswagen Genuine 
Accessories: We do more than many other companies and 
perform these tests according to above-average inspecting 
methods by ourselves, such as with the City Crash Test.

Volkswagen 
Genuine  Accessories 

Trade products

Open market
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Wheels & Tyres
Alloy wheels, complete wheels, wheel bolt locking set, tyre pocket 
sets, snow chains 

Communication
Volkswagen TeleCom, Multimedia kit, radio and navigation systems, 
MEDIA-IN, CD changer, loudspeakers, hands-free system

Transport
Roof, rear and interior transport systems, ski bag, towing hitches, 
luggage securing systems, children's safety seats

Comfort & Protection
Rear strip in chrome effect, park distance control, cruise control 
systems, protective films, luggage space liners, Cargonizer, 
 loading edge protection, mud flaps, sunblind's, foot mats, seat covers, 
raised footwells, clothes hangers

Service & Care
Care and cleaning aids, warning triangle, tow rope, first aid kit, 
warning vest

The vehicles shown in this brochure are occasionally pictured with 

additional accessories and/or special fittings. These are not supplied in 

the scope of delivery of the product described, which also applies to any 

decor elements shown.

Lifestyle
Pocket umbrella, suitcase, model cars
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Libertad is the Spanish word for freedom. The name for freedom on 

4 wheels is Golf Plus. This does not only mean freedom of comfortable 

mobility, but in particular the free selection of an astonishingly wide 

product range of alloy wheels and complete wheels. Furthermore, 

you can also enjoy this freedom on a virtual level – online,  

with the alloy wheel and complete wheel configurator under  

www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de.

Freedom on                wheels.4
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Volkswagen Genuine
Vision alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,  

LK 112/5 

Applicable tyre size1: 

e.g. 225/45 R17 

Colour: Sterling silver, 

gloss machined

Art. no. 1K5 071 497 1ZL

Colour: Sterling silver 

Art. no. 1K5 071 497 666

Volkswagen Genuine
Vision alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,  

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/45 R17

Colour: Black, gloss machined

Art. no. 1K5 071 497 041

Also available as complete 

wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine
Karthoum alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,  

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/45 R17

Colour: Titanium

Art. no. 1K9 071 497 V7U

Also available as complete 

wheel.

Wheels & Tyres

Volkswagen Individual
Charleston alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 18", ET 51,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1: 

e.g. 225/40 R18

Colour: Anthracite

Art. no. 1K0 071 498 AG 16Z2

The conditions and information contained in the German TÜV report must be carefully observed.
1Please see the certificate for the relevant alloy wheel for further applicable tyre sizes.
2Only in conjunction with change in the camber on the rear axle to minus 1°45 minutes.

Volkswagen Genuine
Goal alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 18", ET 51,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/40 R18

Colour: Brilliant silver

Art. no. 1T4 071 498 6662

Also available as complete 

wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine
Topas alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7.5 J x 18", ET 51,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/40 R18

Colour: Sterling silver 

Art. no. 5K0 071 498 88Z2

Also available as complete 

wheel.
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Volkswagen Genuine
Activa alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/45 R17

Colour: Brilliant silver

Art. No. 1K0 071 497 666

Also available as complete wheel.

Colour: Special chrome coating in 

SLC (Surface Like Chrome)

Art. No. 1K0 071 497 3ZV

Volkswagen Individual
Avignon alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/45 R17

Colour: Titanium

Art. no. 1K0 071 497 AE QQ9

Also available as complete 

wheel.

Volkswagen Individual
Siena alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1: 

e.g. 225/45 R17

Colour: Titanium

Art. no. 1K0 071 497 AF QQ9

Also available as complete 

wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine
Onyx alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/45 R17

Colour: Brilliant silver, 

machine-polished

Art. no. 5K0 071 497 8Z8

Volkswagen Genuine
Onyx alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/45 R17

Colour: Black, gloss machined

Art. no. 5K0 071 497 AX1

Also available as complete 

wheel.

Volkswagen Individual
Avignon alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 225/45 R17

Colour: Sterling silver 

Art. no. 1K0 071 497 AE 88Z

The conditions and information contained in the German TÜV report must be carefully observed.
1Please see the certificate for the relevant alloy wheel for further applicable tyre sizes.6



Volkswagen Genuine
Namib alloy wheel
Wheel size: 7 J x 16", ET 50,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 205/55 R16

Colour: Brilliant silver

Art. no. 1T0 071 491 666

Volkswagen Genuine
Sima alloy wheel
Wheel size: 6.5 J x 15", ET 50,

LK 112/5

Applicable tyre size1:

e.g. 205/60 R15

Colour: Brilliant silver

Art. no. 1T1 071 495 A 878

Also available as complete 

wheel.

An especial highly resistant 

paint finish contributes to the 

winter suitability of all alloy 

wheels. Our range of complete 

wheels on offer can be obtained 

from the attached price list.

Wheels & Tyres

Volkswagen Genuine 
Wheel bolt locking set
This wheel bolt locking set 

ensures your alloy wheels have 

maximum protection against 

theft.

Art. no. 000 071 597

Volkswagen Genuine 
Snow chains
The high-quality cable standard 

mounting chains made of 

hard-wearing titanium alloy 

convince with their quick 

and easy assembly via quick 

clamping elements as well as 

their integrated rim protection. 

With only 9 mm, the chains are 

also suitable for vehicles with 

limited space. An overview of 

all versions available can be 

obtained from the attached 

price list.

Volkswagen Genuine 
Tyre pocket set
The four tyre pockets made 

of high-quality polyester for 

protecting and retaining the 

value of your wheels are fitted 

with a robust carry handle, an 

additional pocket for storing the 

wheel bolts as well as labelling 

for simple wheel allocation.  

Suitable for tyres and complete 

wheels up to 18 inches and 

wheel widths of up to 245 mm.

Art. no. 000 073 900
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Flatteries for all       sins.

Smooth starting of the engine. The smell of spring flows in 

through the window. Your favourite song sounds with one 

movement of your hand. A quick glance at the navigation unit 

and you are already on your way. And where is the taste? 

Simple, it definitely tastes like a Golf Plus. Or in other words: 

like the pleasant feeling of the communication solutions from 

Volkswagen Accessories. 
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Communication

DVD Voyager 4 multimedia kit
(Figure left)

The “DVD Voyager 4” multimedia kit makes car driving a particularly enjoyable experience for all rear seat passengers. 

The DVD tablet player integrated in the 7" TFT display plays DVDs and CDs in all standard formats as well as MP3s. The flat 

and light player is mounted to or removed from the headrest quickly and easily and can therefore be used conveniently in 

different vehicles. The system is EU crash-tested, the player's rounded edges minimise any risk of injury in a crash. A child 

proofing in the player securing system provides additional safety. Also available as a basic or comfort kit. Please see the 

attached price list for more information. 

Art. No. 000 063 500 ES

Volkswagen Genuine 
Radio navigation system RNS 310
Convenient and precise operation using the 5" touch-

screen, accurate navigation as well as a brilliant screen 

quality with easily understandable 2.5-D map display 

belong to the excellent features of the radio navigation 

system “RNS 310”. The “State-of-the-Art” radio with 

CD drive, SD card reader and AUX-IN socket enables 

the “RNS 310” to save and play back different file formats, 

such as MP3 and WMA – by the way, even when the route 

guidance is activated.

Art. no. 3C0 057 270

Volkswagen Genuine 
Radio navigation system RNS 510
A comfortable touchscreen display, a 30 GB hard disc, 

a DVD drive and so much more: The MP3 and WMA 

capable radio navigation system “RNS 510” leaves nothing 

else to be desired. The integrated card slot reads SD 

memory cards and external audio sources, such as an 

MP3 player can be connected to the AUX-IN socket.

Art. no. 1T0 057 680 B

Volkswagen Genuine Navigation CD
(not illustrated)

For the radio navigation system “RNS 310”.

Art. no. 3C8 051 884 C Map material for Germany

Volkswagen Genuine Navigation DVD
(not illustrated)

For the radio navigation system “RNS 510”. Including a 

sympathetic Virtual Car Assistant (VCA) that guides you 

as an assistant “personally” through the operating menu.

Art. no. 1T0 051 859 F  Map material for Western Europe
Art. no. 1T0 051 859 G  Map material for Eastern Europe
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Volkswagen Genuine MP3 Radio RCD 210
The Volkswagen Genuine MP3 radio “RCD 210” combines 

a noble design with the highest degree of functionality: 

Excellent sound quality, state-of-the-art radio enjoyment 

including RDS, EON and GALA as well as several interfaces 

for connecting different devices such as, e.g., the CD 

changer. A useful storage shelf finally rounds up the 

“RCD 210” to a practical design object.

Art. no. 5M0 057 156 A

Volkswagen Genuine MP3 Radio RCD 310
(Figure above)

For non-stop music enjoyment on all your journeys. 

The “RCD 310” MP3 radio has a CD drive and plays all your 

favourite files in MP3 and WMA format. With a 4 x 20 watt 

power output, the “RCD 310” makes a sound that can be 

heard. In addition, the surrounding of the buttons and 

knobs in chrome optic make the radio a true eye-catcher.

Art. no. 5M0 057 186 AA  Without digital tuner (DAB)
Art. no. 5M0 057 186 AB  With digital tuner (DAB)
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Communications

Volkswagen Genuine CD changer
Freedom of music for the central console. The Volkswagen 

Genuine 6 disc CD changer comes with motorised CD tray, 

double speed drive with cache memory and noise shaping 

DAC with 32 x oversampling and a holographic 3-beam 

sampler and vibration damped mechanical system. 

In other words: Up-to-date technologies ensure for 

the best possible enjoyment of sound and a stable 

performance. The CD changer can be controlled using 

radios “RCD 210”, “RCD 310”, “RCD 510” as well as the 

radio navigation systems “RNS 310” and “RNS 510”. 

Just order the wiring harness required for this as well.

Art. no. 1K0 057 110 A  CD changer
Art. no. 1T0 051 592 A  Wiring harness for CD changer

Volkswagen Genuine Loudspeaker upgrade
Even more performance, even purer sound. 

The “Upgrading” loudspeaker kit adapted to the Golf Plus 

provides a perfect sound experience by using high quality 

and attractive materials, such as the propylene diaphragm. 

Thanks to the extended frequency range, it has a high, 

distortion-free efficiency and gives out a dynamic, 

differentiated sound impression, even without an 

amplifier. A separate adapter and cable are necessary 

for fitting. You can find a summary of all the available 

versions in the attached price list. 

Volkswagen Genuine MP3 Radio RCD 510
The multi-talent amongst the Volkswagen Genuine radios: 

the MP3-Radio “RCD 510”. With SD card slot, telephone 

interface, integrated 6-disc CD changer, GALA, RDS, TIM 

and TP. And naturally, with MP3 playback function. 

A special plus on convenience is provided by the multi-

coloured and high-resolution TFT display where the 

touchscreen is also used for operating at the same time. 

With an output power of 4 x 20 watt, the “RCD 510” 

provides the enjoyment of real sound.

Art. no. 3C8 057 195

Volkswagen Genuine MEDIA-IN
(Illustration shows the MEDIA-IN with iPod adapter cable)

If you use the MEDIA-IN multimedia socket, you can easily 

plug in your external audio sources (MP3 player, iPods, 

USB sticks, etc) and play everything on them. The device 

control as well as display of music track titles and playlists 

takes place via the factory-fitted car radio or radio 

navigation system. Can only be used in conjunction with 

the “RCD 310”, “RCD 510” MP3 radios and with the “RNS 

310” and “RNS 510” radio navigation systems. Please see 

the attached price list for information on the optionally 

available adapter cables.

Art. no. 5N0 057 342
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Volkswagen TeleCom
We'd like to make sure you don't have to think about your mobile phone tariff at all. This is why we have come 

up with an inexpensive, simple mobile phone tariff. Please ask your Volkswagen TeleCom partner about the 

attractive “V10” mobile phone tariff and the many additional services you will have available if you use the 

Volkswagen TeleCom mobile phone card. You'll always be easy to contact on the road if you use the Volkswagen 

hands-free system together with the Volkswagen TeleCom mobile phone card. In addition, we can offer you a 

range of different mobile phone models. You can find more information at www.volkswagen-telecom.de.
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Communications

Volkswagen Genuine Bluetooth Touch Phone-Kit
The “Touch Phone-Kit” provides you with the highest 

degree on operating comfort with maximum safety. 

Using the speaker independent voice control and the high 

quality touchscreen, the Bluetooth hands-free system can 

be controlled as desired. The user interface in Volkswagen 

Genuine design is an additional eye-catcher. Furthermore, 

you can use the additional possibility to play back your 

MP3s from your mobile phone per audio streaming or 

via the AUX-IN socket using the car's own loudspeakers. 

Please see the attached price list for the adapter cable 

required for this purpose.

Art. no. 000 051 473 A

Volkswagen Genuine Bluetooth Touch-Adapter
When using the Bluetooth Touch-Adapter, you can operate 

your mobile phone with comfort via the high resolution 

touchscreen. Simply activate the Bluetooth-Hands-Free-

Profile in your mobile phone and connect your mobile 

phone with the adapter. Once it has been set up, you can 

simply leave your mobile phone in its case while you're 

driving. The operation of the mobile phone is performed 

conveniently via the touchscreen of the Touch-Adapter. 

For vehicles with works-fitted mobile telephone 

preparation.

Art. no. 3C0 051 435 TA

Volkswagen Genuine Mobile phone adapter set
(Figure left)

The mobile phone adapter set with active support is perfectly matched for cars that are already factory-fitted with a mobile 

telephone preparation. Two additional function keys connect you directly with the Volkswagen service and breakdown 

service. More information can be obtained from the attached price list for this purpose.

Art. no. 3C0 051 435 X1

Volkswagen Genuine Bluetooth pairing adapter
The Bluetooth pairing adapter connects your mobile 

phone to the hands-free system of your car via Bluetooth. 

Simply insert into the existing cradle, connect via 

Bluetooth Hands-Free-Profile and leave your mobile 

phone in its case while you're driving. For vehicles with 

works-fitted mobile telephone preparation. 

Art. no. 3C0 051 435 PA

1X = mobile phone specific index. Since the range of mobile phone adapter sets 
is continuously being extended, please ask your Volkswagen partner or check 
the information available at www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de.

For vehicles with a factory-fitted mobile telephone preparation

For vehicles without factory-fitted mobile telephone preparation
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A good feeling to have everything with you. And even better to have the 

assurance that everything is also stored with intelligence and, especially, 

safely. This is just the trick of the Volkswagen Genuine Accessories – 

everything fits perfectly. Without gaps or loss of space. Then there is 

only enough space for something that one wants to have more than 

enough of.

Everything stored and               free hands.2
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Transport

Volkswagen Genuine 
“komfort” ski and snowboard holder
Transport up to six pairs of skis and up to four snowboards 

comfortably and safely on the roof of your vehicle. 

Then the ski and snowboard holder does not only allow 

itself to be easily mounted on the basic roof bars or carry 

bars, but also allows itself to be locked. The wide opening 

buttons mean the ski holder can even be operated if you're 

wearing thick ski gloves. An the practical pull-out function 

makes loading and unloading easier.

Art. no. 1T0 071 129

Volkswagen Genuine Carry bars
The supporting rods are the system basis for all 

attachments – despite their stability, they can still be fitted 

to the roof rails of the Golf Plus easily and quickly. You are 

also protected against nasty surprises thanks to the 

theft-proof locking device. For Golf Plus with roof rails.

Art. no. 5M0 071 151 A

Volkswagen Genuine Roof bars
Well equipped underway – thanks to the Volkswagen 

roof bar system. The basis for this are the City-Crash 

tested roof bars to which, for example, surf board, bicycle, 

ski and snowboard holder or the practical roof boxes 

can be attached. For Golf Plus without roof rails.

Art. no. 5M0 071 126 A

Volkswagen Genuine Canoe carrier
The canoe carrier has been especially developed for canoes 

weighing up to 25 kg. They can be transported safely on 

the roof of the vehicle without slipping or bouncing.

Art. no. 1K0 071 127 A
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Volkswagen Genuine Roof box
The new roof boxes with volumes of  310 l, 340 l and 460 l convince with their simple and comfortable handling: Roof boxes 

are simple to fix to the roof bars or carry bars thanks to the practical quick clamp fixing. The innovative “DuoLift” system, 

which makes opening the roof box possible from both sides, ensures additional ease of loading and unloading. All roof boxes 

can be locked using the 3-point central locking system. Please observe the maximum permissible roof loading. Please see the 

attached price list for an overview of sizes and versions that are shown below.

Article number: 000 071 200 AA (Size M) 000 071 200 EA (Size L) 000 071 200 FA (Size XL)

Colour: Titanium metallic Titanium metallic Titanium metallic

Volume [l]: 340 310 460

Length, outside [mm]: 1900 2200 2300

Height [mm]: 390 360 390

Width [mm]: 750 600 750

Material: DUROKAM Thermoplastic DUROKAM Thermoplastic DUROKAM Thermoplastic

Own weight [kg]: 19 16 21

Carrying capacity [kg]: 75 75 75
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Transport

Volkswagen Genuine  Storage bag
(Figure right)

If the ski bag is no longer needed, it can be stowed in a 

space-saving and tidy manner within the sturdy storage 

bag. A hook-and-loop fastening enables the simple 

fixing of the bag in the luggage compartment.

 Art. no. 00V 061 201

Volkswagen Genuine Ski bag
(Figure shows the ski bag with storage bag)

The practical ski bag serves for transporting up to four 

pairs of skis, including ski sticks. Also for the optimum 

protection against all persons as well as the equipment 

or the items within the vehicle or roof box: Thanks to the 

integral belt, the bag can be clipped into the belt plug in 

the vehicle interior. Furthermore, a full-length zip fastener 

and convenient handle ensure for simple handling. 

Length approx. 200 cm for skis up to a length of 190 cm. 

Colour: black.

 Art. no. 00V 061 202

Surfboard carrier
The best wind conditions can surprise you from all sides. 

Great if not only the board but also the the required 

equipment find their place comfortably and safely. 

This surfboard holder is supplied with two mast holders 

and two tensioning straps. The assembly to the roof bars 

or carry bars is carried out quickly and easily.

Art. no. 000 071 120 HA
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Volkswagen Genuine Bicycle carrier
The carrier is made of an aerodynamically-formed plastic 

profile and the frame mounting is made of chrome-plated 

steel. Easy fitting to the roof bars or carry bars make 

handling very easy. It weighs around 3.2 kg. Moreover, 

the city crash-tested bicycle carrier is lockable.

Art. no. 6Q0 071 128 A

Volkswagen Genuine
Towing hitch bicycle carrier
Another easy and safe way for you to transport up to two 

bicycles. Lockable fastening screws ensure for additional 

retention. Depending on the drawbar load, the assembly 

on the ball head of the towing hitch can bear a maximum 

carrying capacity of 35 kg. An extension set is available 

for transporting a third bicycle.

Art. no. 3C0 071 105 Bicycle carrier for the towing hitch
Art. no. 3C0 071 105 E Extension set for a third bicycle

Volkswagen Genuine 
Bicycle carrier for the tailgate
(Figure left)

The bicycle carrier for the tailgate is mounted quickly and 

has been constructed for transporting up to two bicycles. 

The optic of the body made of anodised aluminium 

profile merge into the lines of the Golf Plus. Supplied 

pre-assembled, it makes the mounting much easier 

whereas the anti-theft locking system makes life a lot 

more difficult for bicycle thieves. Opening of the rear 

lid remains unimpeded by the fitting of the bicycle rack 

(without bicycles). The bicycle rack net weight is 9.5 kg. 

The carrying capacity is approx. 35 kg.

Art. no. 5M0 071 104

Transport

Volkswagen Genuine Towing hitch
Can be supplied as fixed or removable versions. 

The electrical fitting set must be ordered separately. 

Please see the attached price list for instructions for use.

Art. no. 5M0 092 101 Fixed 
Art. no. 5K0 092 155  Detachable

Volkswagen Genuine Electrical fitting set
(not illustrated)

Amongst others, this 13-pin electrical fitting set supports 

the stabilising program for the trailer, the so-called trailer 

stabilisation. The perfect matching to the controlling 

elements of the Golf Plus provides you with a high system 

reliability.

 Art. no. 5M0 055 204
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Volkswagen Genuine Partition grille
This is how to stop your shopping, luggage or pets travelling along in the luggage compartment from becoming a risk 

when you have to brake abruptly. The partition grille separates the passenger compartment from the luggage compartment 

between the back seat backrests and the roof lining. The stable, black powder-coated steel grille can be fixed behind the rear 

seat backrest easily and comfortably. No additional drill holes are required, which means that the partition grille can be 

removed at any time without leaving any marks. The airbag function is not affected. The luggage space cover can also 

be used with the partition grille. Only for the Golf Plus with raised load surface.

Art. no. 5M0 017 221

Volkswagen Genuine Luggage net
Ensures that everything stays in its place, and that 

light objects cannot slide around. The tear-resistant 

net is easily attached with securing hooks to the 

standard lashing eyes in the luggage compartment.

Art. no. 5N0 065 111

Volkswagen Genuine Transboard shelf
The four separated partitionings provide additional 

storage space for different small and medium-sized 

utensils, without you loosing your overview. 

For example, your umbrella, maintenance and care 

articles have their set places. Not to forget the first 

aid kit that can be accessed on the “Transboard” 

safely and quickly. Additional drilled holes or screws 

are not necessary. Max. loading capacity: 4 kg.

Art. no. 5M0 061 178
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Transport

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX
The Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX is the safest seating system for 

children weighing up to 18 kg (up to 4.5 years). The seat is 

firmly fixed to the vehicle bodywork using the ISOFIX 

fixing to the subframe, but can also be used without 

problems in vehicles without the ISOFIX system. The child 

seat is approved for Groups 0/1, which means they can be 

used from birth onwards up to a weight of around 18 kg if 

fitted facing backwards. If they are fitted facing forwards, 

they are approved for use between 9 and 18 kg. Highlights: 

The belt harness is height-adjustable and the seat shells 

can be clicked into three angle settings. The subframe 

for fitting the child seat to the vehicle must be ordered 

separately.

Art. no. 000 019 902 D Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX
Art. no. 000 019 728 B   Subframe for use facing backwards
Art. no. 000 019 729 F   Subframe for use facing forwards

Current children's seats

Group 0
(up to 13 kg/up to 
approx. 18 months)

Group 1
(9-18 kg/approx. 

9 months  
up to 4.5 years)

Group 2
(15-25 kg/approx. 3 

to 7 years)

Group 3
(22-36 kg/approx. 6 

to 12 years)

Bobsy G0-1 ISOFIX (up to 18 kg/approx. 4.5 years)

Bobsy G2-3 pro (15-36 kg/approx. 3-12 years)

Bobsy G0 plus ISOFIX (up to 13 kg/approx. 18 months)

Bobsy G0 plus (up to 13 kg/approx. 18 months)

Bobsy G1 ISOFIX DUO plus (9-18 kg/approx. 9 months  
up to 4.5 years)

Bobsy G1 ISOFIX Top Tether (9-18 kg/approx. 9 months  
up to 4.5 years)

Volkswagen Genuine Bobsy G2-3 pro
With its seat cushion that can be adjusted in its width and 

the height adjustable sleep support, the “Bobsy G2-3 pro” 

makes sure that the belt routing is kept snug to the child's 

body and is therefore perfect for children between three 

and twelve years old (15 to 36 kg) Using the special head 

part, the side flanks that protrude to the front and the 

shoulder area that is covered completely provide a high 

comfort and give the best possible protection in event 

of a side collision. The individual height and inclination 

settings guarantee additional comfort. The fastening 

is achieved using a three-point belt.

Art. no. 000 019 906

Safety is a work of precision. 
The musical clock, the bite rings, the book with pictures or the school books, all ages have their own small or larger 

milestones. Each stages of development have their own challenges. This is the reason why we have also developed child 

safety seats for each age group. One that matches the age, mobility and the weight of the child perfectly. All Volkswagen 

Genuine child safety seats convince with a high sitting comfort and simple handling: All covers can be easily removed and 

can be washed at 30 °C. And the most important point: Each individual Volkswagen Genuine child safety seat provides your 

child with the highest level of safety. Then, our inspecting criteria are more stringent than legally stipulated. Our testing 

procedures are, for example, more comprehensive than the ECE Standards. 
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An invisible film that preserves the paint against scratches. 

Sudden acoustic signals that warn against hidden obstacles. 

In many points we must admit that all this seems like magic. 

Just convince yourselves: all of these products are not just real 

but, moreover, really useful. Crossing your fingers and hoping 

is unnecessary. 

7Equipment like in       th Heaven.
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Comfort & Protection

Volkswagen Genuine Chrome-look rear strip
(Figure left)

The attractive rear strip in high-gloss chrome-look is not only an attractive eye-catcher, it effectively protects the tailgate 

edges at the same time. No boreholes are required on the car for mounting.

Art. no. 5M0 071 360

Volkswagen Genuine Park Distance Control – Rear
Four sensors and an acoustic warning signal help the 

driver while parking backwards: The park distance control 

is automatically activated when reverse gear is engaged, 

and is confirmed with a brief signal tone. It is harmonically 

integrated into the car's bumper. The self-diagnosis 

function of the park distance control helps to detect faults 

and the intelligent setup function recognises things such 

as your own towing hitch as not being an obstacle.

Art. no. 1K0 054 630 B

Automatic cruise control system
The cruise control system is an electronic aid for 

controlling the vehicle speed. It helps the driver to keep 

to speed limits, especially when driving with a trailer or on 

long journeys. The system saves the speed specified by the 

driver and keeps to it. The reset function allows automatic 

acceleration to the preset speed after braking or changing 

gear.

Art. no. 1K0 054 690 B

Volkswagen Genuine V-Protector
The Volkswagen Genuine paint protection film 

“V-Protector” protects your Volkswagen in all those areas 

where the perils of daily risks lurk: on the mirror caps, 

front skirt, front bumper, door handles, door edges and the 

loading sill. Thanks to the transparent film cut to match 

the specific model, your paintwork is especially protected 

at these locations against stone chippings, damage caused 

by corrosion, scratches caused by parking and damages 

caused when loading. Even more, the “V-Protector” 

contributes to the value retention of your Volkswagen. 

Please see the attached price list for the individual 

versions.

The highlights of the V-Protector paint protection film:
- Effective value retention and perfect protection

- Transparent and precise fitting to the vehicle

- Durable and free of yellowing

- Free of residues when removing, even after several years

Without the Volkswagen V-Protector With the Volkswagen V-Protector
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Volkswagen Genuine  
Luggage compartment protection tray
The high-cut luggage compartment protection tray with 

wide ribs is extremely hard wearing, acid-resistant and 

suitable for anything which enjoys making a mess during 

transport, such as dirty shoes or plants. The inlay protects 

the luggage compartment against all types of dirt and is 

easy to clean due to its smooth plastic surface. With Golf 

lettering.

Art. no. 5M0 061 171

Volkswagen Genuine  
Luggage compartment loadliner
The practical tailored luggage compartment loadliner for 

the Golf Plus. It is washable, anti-slip and acid-resistant. 

The surrounding raised rim of approx. 5 cm prevents 

liquids running out onto the vehicle floor. This is the easy 

way to keep your luggage area clean and your load won't 

slip around. With Golf lettering. For the Golf Plus with 

raised load surface.

Art. no. 5M0 061 181

Volkswagen Genuine Sill rail film
The sturdy film protects the paint of the door sills in the 

front and rear entrance areas that are heavily worn against 

scratches and damage. A reasonable and functional detail 

that provides you with a positive view of your Golf Plus 

for ages to come. Available for front and rear entry areas.

Art. no. 5M0 071 310

Volkswagen Genuine Sill protection film
The accurately fitting sill protection from transparent film 

prevents damage during loading and unloading. For gluing 

onto the loading edge of the rear bumper.

Art. no. 5M0 061 197 A
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Comfort & Protection

Volkswagen Genuine Cargonizer
The Cargonizer is a practical and precisely fitting insert for 

the luggage compartment floor. The partitioning into five 

different sized compartments gives you additional storage 

possibilities to store all utensils or objects that are not 

used very often. For the Golf Plus with raised load surface.

Art. no. 5M0 061 200

Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment inlay
This light and flexible inlay is made exactly to fit the 

contours of the Golf Plus. Its border, around 5 cm high, 

provides sufficient protection against moisture and dirt. 

The diamond pattern integrated in the material is anti-slip. 

If you don't need the luggage compartment inlay, 

simply roll it up and store it to the side to save space. 

For the Golf Plus with raised load surface.

Art. no. 5M0 061 161

Volkswagen Genuine Mud flaps
Protect the underbody, bumper and rear against dirt being 

thrown up and minimise dangerous stone chippings as 

well as spray water dispersion. With the extremely high 

wearing and durable mud flaps for the front and rear 

wheel arches.

Art. no. 1K0 075 111 For the front
Art. no. 5M0 075 106 A For the rear
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Volkswagen Genuine Sunblind for rear window
Thanks to the sunblind for the rear window, the passenger compartment 

and the passengers themselves are protected from direct sunlight without 

affecting the line of view and therefore traffic safety.

Art. no. 5M0 064 361 For the rear window (1 piece)
Art. no. 5M0 064 365 Set for rear window and rear door windows

Volkswagen Genuine 
Sunblind for the door windows
The sunblind for the rear door 

windows is intended as a vision 

protection and thermal insulation 

for the passengers. Ideal when 

transporting children. 1 set = 2 pieces.

Art. no. 5M0 064 363

Volkswagen Genuine Premium textile foot mats
The textile mats, which are perfectly shaped to fit the 

footwells of your Golf Plus, are made from hard-wearing, 

thick woven velour. The front mats are provided with white 

recessed Golf lettering. The front mats are anchored to 

prevent slipping using the fixings provided in the floor 

area. The anti-slip rear coating ensures optimal 

positioning of the rear mats. 

Art. no. 5M1 061 275 PB FKZ2 For the front
Art. no. 5M0 061 276 PA FKZ2 For the rear
Art. no. 5M1 061 270 PB FKZ2 For the front and rear

Volkswagen Genuine Rubber foot mats
When it comes to keeping things dry, the rubber foot mats 

with Golf imprint are the ideal solution. Dirt and moisture 

can be removed by simply washing it off the perfectly 

shaped footmats. The integrated fixing system on the 

floor of the car makes sure that the front mats are safe 

and do not slip.

Art. no. 5M1 061 501 A FKZ1 For the front
Art. no. 5M0 061 511 FKZ1 For the rear
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Comfort & Protection

Volkswagen Genuine Clothes hanger
The clothes hanger is not only practical, but also an 

optically attractive solution for transporting your wardrobe 

crease-free. Simply fix the hanger to the seat headrest bar.

Art. no. 00V 061 127 

Volkswagen Genuine Textile foot mats Optimat
The Volkswagen Genuine textile foot mats “Optimat” 

combine the features of rubber footmats with the elegance 

of textile footmats. The U-shaped edge of these perfectly 

fitted textile footmats safely retains the dirt and moisture. 

The integrated fixing system prevents the mats from 

slipping. With Golf lettering. 1 set for the front and  

rear = 4 pieces.

Art. no. 5M1 061 445 WGK 

Volkswagen Genuine  Seat covers2

(Illustration similar)

The highly durable and breathable material protects the 

seats of the Golf Plus effectively, without limiting the 

functionality of the airbags. The design of the material and 

the colours adapted to the accessory line of the standard 

car retain their shape and colours, even after repeated 

washing. Please see the attached price list for the different 

versions.

1FKZ = Colour code, see price list.
2You can find a summary of all the available versions in the attached price list. 27



Willingness to compromise =              

There are things that just have to be. For example, sighing when the sun 

sets. Or the song for your child's birthday. Or for Volkswagen drivers, 

the assurance that the service and care products are perfectly matched 

to their own car. With Volkswagen Genuine Accessories. 

0
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Service and Care

Volkswagen Genuine Care and cleaning aids
(Figure left)

The Volkswagen Genuine care and cleaning aids series has been especially matched to the Volkswagen 

materials in and on the vehicle. Please see the attached price list for more information about the individual 

products. For a comprehensive care, ask your Volkswagen partner for information on the complete range of 

products.

Volkswagen Genuine
Warning triangle
The intelligently constructed 

warning triangle that is stored 

space saving and can be 

accessed quickly in case  

of use. With ECE (Economic-

Commission-for-Europe) test 

symbol and stable, swivelling 

metal stand feet for safe use.

Art. no. 000 093 057

Volkswagen Genuine 
Tow rope
The towrope, which has been 

approved by the German TÜV 

and DIN, can be used for 

vehicles up to 2,500 kg 

kerb weight.

Art. no. 000 093 014

Volkswagen Genuine
First Aid Kit
The DIN standard first aid kit is 

an essential companion in case 

of accidents. Meets the legal 

requirements of § 35h StVZO 

(German road traffic 

regulations) and DIN 13164.

Art. no. 000 093 114

Volkswagen Genuine 
Warning vest
The fluorescent orange safety 

warning vest with reflective 

strips is made of 100 % polyester 

and approved in accordance 

with DIN EN 471. It is a statutory 

requirement for a warning vest 

to be carried in company cars in 

Germany, except for freelance 

work, and it is already 

compulsory for all vehicle 

occupants in some countries.

Art. no. 000 093 056 B
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 % Volkswagen Style.

Quality awareness, attention to detail and competence in design, 

these are all things that are of great value for Volkswagen drivers. 

And this not just behind the steering wheel but, for example, 

also on the desk, when taking a walk or for the next holiday. 

With Volkswagen Lifestyle.

100
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Lifestyle

Volkswagen Genuine Pocket umbrella 
This pocket umbrella from Knirps with its high-quality 

aluminium-fibre-glass frame opens and closes easily 

and conveniently at the press of a button. The polyester 

umbrella material with Teflon coating is water-resistant 

and dries very quickly. The practical protective film 

prevents the forming of blotches and spots. The pocket 

umbrella is supplied in a practical storage case that fits 

easily into the inner trim of any Volkswagen door.

Art. no. 000 087 602 B 041

Volkswagen Genuine Suitcase set
Very light and extremely resistant thanks to one of the 

hardest and most elastic plastics in the world at the same 

time: the Volkswagen Genuine polycarbonate Titan 

brand-name suitcase. Further comfortable features are 

the extendable and lockable aluminium rods, ergonomic 

carrying handles, integrated combination locks and 

ball-bearing rollers with a finish that matches the finest 

of Volkswagen's alloy wheels. The optical finish is rounded 

up by a Volkswagen Logo metal badge on the front side 

as well as an elegant Volkswagen inside liner material. 

The set consists of three different sizes that can each 

also be ordered separately: Colour: Anthracite. 

5N0 087 301 A 71N Suitcase, 370 x 530 x 230 mm
5N0 087 301 B 71N Suitcase, 420 x 620 x 280 mm
5N0 087 301 C 71N Suitcase, 570 x 750 x 340 mm
5N0 087 302  71N 3 case set

Volkswagen Genuine Model car 1 :43
The Golf Plus knows how to impress, not only in life-size, 

the original model cars from Schuco have a lot in common 

with their “big brother”. They are produced to very high 

quality and captivate because of their extraordinary 

attention to detail.

Art. no. 5M0 099 300 A C9X Deep black pearl effect 
Art. no. 5M0 099 300 A A5Q Shark blue metallic
Art. no. 5M0 099 300 A A8X Cashmere brown metallic 

Volkswagen Genuine Model car 1 : 87
If it is displayed on your desk or in the collector's display 

cabinet: the lovingly designed Golf Plus from Wiking looks 

extremely good everywhere, thanks to its loving care for 

precise details and immaculate workmanship.

Art. no. 5M0 099 301 A A3S Amaryllis red metallic
Art. no. 5M0 099 301 A A7W Reflex sliver metallic 
Art. no. 5M0 099 301 A C9X Deep black pearl effect  
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Our quotations regarding scope of delivery, appearance, 

performances, dimensions and weights in addition to 

illustrations and all information regarding fittings and 

technical data are based on the characteristics of the 

German market and correspond to the knowledge available 

at the time of printing. We reserve the right to make 

changes to the scope of delivery, design and colour 

without advance notification within the context of 

further development to our accessories. This paper was 

manufactured from chlorine-free bleached cellulose.

Financing of accessories.
The inexpensive way to obtain Volkswagen accessories.

Please note our favourable financing facilities for 

accessories. Your Volkswagen partner would be pleased 

to inform you about the currently applicable conditions.

An offer from the Volkswagen Bank.

Volkswagen Zubehör GmbH
Dreieich

www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de

Printed in Germany
Subject to change and errors
03/2009

Your Volkswagen partner


